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The Final Straw Radio / Prisoner Solidarity, COVID, and Carcerality with IWOC

This week we are pleased to present an interview that Bursts did with two members 
of IWOC (the Incarcerated Workers Organizing Committee), Caroline works with 
Millions for Prisoners New Mexico (@iwocnm and @millionsforprisonersnm on the 
Fedbook), Incarceratedworkers.org and Xeno is with IWOC Sacramento (@sacramen-
to_iwoc on Instagram). For the little-over-an-hour they speak on what it’s like to be 
working with incarcerated folks during the coronavirus pandemic, how prisons and 
the carceral mentality impacts everyone to varying degrees, the varying conditions in 
the prisons they are most tangential to, ways to connect with and support IWOC and 
many other topics!

Search for this interview title at https://thefinalstrawradio.noblogs.org/ to find links to 
further resources on this topic, featured music, the audio version, and files for printing 
copies of this episode. 

TFSR: So could you please introduce yourself to the audience with any 
names, preferred gender pronouns, or affiliations that you’d like to 
share?

Courtney: Yeah, my name is Courtney. I use she/her pronouns, and I 
am with Millions For Prisoners New Mexico, as well as the Incarcerated 
Workers Organizing Committee.

Xeno: Hey, I am Xeno, I use he/him pronouns and I am similarly with the 
Incarcerated Organizing Committee here in Sacramento. 

TFSR: Well, Courtney, could you talk a little bit about Millions For 
Prisoners? Could you talk about that organizations, like what that 
group does?

C: Yeah, for sure. So, Millions For Prisoners in New Mexico/New Mex-
ico Incarcerated Workers Organizing Committee is... we’re all impacted 
by incarceration in some way, shape, or form from folks who are family 
members of people who were formerly incarcerated or are currently in-
carcerated. We have jailhouse lawyers on our crew. Of course, myself who 
has formerly incarcerated family members, as well as I worked in a State 
Penitentiary at the penitentiary of New Mexico in Santa Fe as the head 
librarian back in about 2014 to 2015. I have some experience in terms of 
seeing the way the prison was run, and a lot of the human rights abuses 
that took place there. And yeah, we’re an abolitionist formation of folks 
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who have been dealing with the impacts of state violence in one way or 
another through our entire lives, whether it be by police coming into our 
communities and terrorizing our community members, to folks dealing 
with incarceration, to folks experiencing different states of poverty includ-
ing being un-sheltered. So, yeah, our people are all impacted by the system 
in some way. So it helps to drive us to continue to do what we do and stand 
grounded in our values. That’s who we are.

TFSR: Cool, and Xeno? Did you want to say anything about the work 
that you all do?

X: Yeah, I’ll say that, like, we’re Sacramento IWOC on social media. But 
we actually have members across California that are not just on the inside, 
but also on the outside. We help facilitate the existence of the Union for 
prisoners in every state prison in California. At some point we’d like to ex-
pand beyond that to additional facilities in California and help people do 
that across the country and the world, as well. I will say that we are a very 
wide ranging group of more than 20 people just dedicated to IWOC, not 
including more worker organizing focused stuff. The way in which we are 
least diverse is age in that were almost all under 30, but not entirely. I can 
also add that I have experienced a form of like mental health incarceration 
in my life, that was brief but truly terrifying.

TFSR: Yeah, who would one of y’all want to speak a little bit about what 
IWOC is and it’s relationship with the IWW? I know that it sprang out 
of the Industrial Workers of the World, which historically it’s a syndi-
calist labor union. Well, you can tell more about it than I could for sure, 
being affiliated with it. But yeah, if you could speak a little bit about 
the history of IWOC and its relationship to the IWW. I seem to recall 
that during the Trump administration era there was tension between 
national leadership and other formations such as GDC, or General De-
fense Committee and IWOC.

C: What I wanted to say about the matter is that we are definitely part of 
the IWW. We do have an active relationship with the IWW. They not only 
fund our work through a built-in dues model which is aligned with anti 
capitalist values, but we also continue to make gains with people who ar-
en’t necessarily impacted by systems of oppression and violence, the way 
marginalized folks who have constant ordeals with the prison system or 
with police are. The working class solidarity in being in solidarity with 
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folks who are behind the walls, who often may not have the choice to not 
work, which is often the case throughout the United States from coast to 
coast, that is leading to people in the IWW very much being in community 
with us and wanting to contribute labor to what we need to have done for 
people on the inside since they can’t really do the same kinds of things that 
we can in terms of administrative work with computers.

TFSR: Courtney, how did you end up becoming employed as the head 
librarian at a prison? Did you just get your MLS and that was one of the 
options that was open to you? Or did they even require that? Can you 
talk a little bit about that experience of working in that facility?

C: Of course. Yeah. So, I actually got a bachelor’s in biology and worked in 
libraries. I worked in one in the community college for a number of years, 
I worked at one at the university out here for a number of years. And I was 
just putting my application out to everywhere, kind of broadcasting all 
over the place to get a job. I came across the State office and applied, I saw 
librarian positions and I kind of applied for those. But I didn’t really real-
ize that I had applied for a prison until I got a phone call from who became 
my boss who was in the Department of Recidivism Reduction Division. I 
went in, because I was just interested because I was told you’re going to be 
giving books to people who are in solitary confinement. 
 What I had expected was about maybe 2, 3, 4 prison cells would 
be solitary confinement and it would be a punishment, or whatever the 
case may be. Although I did have very close family members who were 
locked up, I didn’t really know a whole lot about the experiences that they 
had, truly, until I actually went into the facility. But to my surprise, the 
facility was the supermax prison with about 600 people in various stages 
of solitary confinement. Of course, 300 being in the supermax facility. It’s 
all one great big compound is what it is. 
 The people in the supermax were at the time on 23 hour lockdown 
with one hour that they’d get in a cage with a two man escort that would 
take them out to the cage to have their exercise for an hour a day. Then 
at the level 5, which was on the other side of the facility complex, I’ll call 
it, it was a little less restrictive but still kind of the same content context. 
They have got to have what was called ‘tier time,’ where they would be 
in a certain pod and get to kind of be among each other, but were classi-
fied in different states and placed in different pods depending on whatever 
the case may be. If they were Seurity Threat Group classified or whatever. 
Then of course, there was a level two unit which was in the front. People 
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could move and have access to the library and so forth. 
 When I went in to interview for the position. I wanted to see what 
the facility looked like because I had actually watched a documentary and 
a subsequent really disgusting thing that they did, which was a haunted 
house that they had at the Old Main. The facility I worked with was the 
site of what is called “the worst prison riot in US history” at the Peniten-
tiary of New Mexico Old Main Building, where there were conditions of 
overcrowding, and physical and psychological abuse and terror that were 
employed on people that were incarcerated there. It basically blew up into 
a prison riot in 1980, where 33 people were killed and the National Guard 
was called in. As a result New Mexico had made that facility into a su-
permax where they put everyone there in solitary confinement with the 
exception of the level 2 that’s in the front that I was mentioning. 
 But I went in I found this little library that was in a chapel at the 
level six and it was this completely sterile environment. No wildlife, no 
trees, you’d see a bird on the barbed wire once in a while. It was almost like 
a religious experience seeing life in something positive and beautiful in 
such the horrible conditions. The human rights abuses, the torture, seeing 
people hurting themselves. Every moment being on your feet, it changed 
my life completely. It breaks my heart that I’m not there anymore, because 
through books and this is the thing about literature in prisons, books were 
the only escape that people had. 
 It was heartbreaking because a lot of that was taken away. Espe-
cially in the wake of the pandemic, people were allowed to have three 
books. We had to carry them out in an ATV to the different parts of the 
facilities, handing people their three books a week. People would get pun-
ished and their books will get thrown away. I would just buy more books 
to supplement. Right when I walked in, I just felt like I needed to be there. 
The connections that I made with prisoners... 
 Of course, the administration pummeled me into probably what 
could have been the worst experience of my life. As a woman, just the 
sexual objectification of me by corrections officers, and just the afterwards 
terror that I had resulted in me literally being afraid for my life, question-
ing whether I should move out of the state and change my name, and 
everything. I mean, it was the worst thing that I’ve ever really experienced 
in a workplace. I didn’t know who to tell who to talk to. But I had just ran-
domly and with a lot of fear in my heart gone to, I was forced into resigna-
tion by the way, but I had gone to a Million’s For Prisoners park event that 
was commemorating Black August. I went to this big event and I heard 
a person who had just released from prison, but had a large sentence, I 
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believe, an 18 year sentence on his head, named Justin Allen, who does 
a lot of incredible legislative advocacy work across the board with Right 
To Vote and stuff like that among so many other things. He was speaking 
about his experience in prison at this event. The courage that he had and 
that other people had, who were speaking that day in the park, helped me 
to go to another event and another event. 
 Then eventually I was approached, and I told my story to who 
became more than comrades, my family, with Millions For Prisoners New 
Mexico/IWOC and helped me to ground myself and have courage to even 
speak at all about anything. I just didn’t feel like there would be anyone 
that would believe anything beyond that a person who is in prison de-
serves what they get. That concept of vengeance on every level. People 
don’t really know what that looks like until they step into that situation 
and see the way humans are treated. You see people pacing back and 
forth, you see people harming themselves, you see blood, you see fights, 
the things that people confide in you. It’s heartbreaking whenever I think 
about it because I do want to be there to support people. I felt like when 
I was there I was providing a good heart in this ultimate darkness. People 
that rely on violence, when violence is how you operate as your baseline, 
it changes a person. Everyone that is involved in oppressing people as a 
career, police and prison CEOs, or whatever the case may be, they adopt 
that. That becomes the every day and they become addicted to that. 
 So just to answer your question, it was a fluke. I ended up just 
wanting to see what it was about, because I had heard about all that stuff 
that happened during the riot. They actually, the prison itself had a haunt-
ed house at the time where they were having people come on tours. They 
were paying like 30 bucks or more to go on tour so that you can experience 
someone talking about everything that happened during the prison riot. I 
don’t think they’ve resumed that as of now. I thought it was really disgust-
ing that they were doing that when I first heard about it. A friend of the 
family son had died during the riot as well. So I was just curious and it led 
me into a rabbit hole and here I am today. Someone I never would have 
thought I would have become. I’m very introverted. I have really blos-
somed with the help of people who are behind the walls and people who 
are organizing who have experienced State violence. They’ve helped me to 
blossom into somebody that I feel like maybe I was meant to become as 
weird and kooky as that sounds.

TFSR: Courtney, can you talk about how access to literature has 
changed since COVID?
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C: Yeah, for sure. Since COVID, one thing that’s happened is the distribu-
tion of literature. It used to be mandated by the ACA, or American Correc-
tions Association, that people will be delivered books at least once a week 
and the limit was three books per person that they could have in their cell. 
Regular deliveries of three books per week if people request them. That of 
course, due to the pandemic, due to the excuse of staffing shortages, but 
really was, “we don’t want to do this labor because it’s hard labor to physi-
cally take books and physically sort books and get them out to people.” But 
under the guise of, “it’s the pandemic,” people haven’t been getting access 
to books. 
 Another thing that we’ve seen that is just outrageous in New Mex-
ico is that the mailing system had changed. Of course, we were sending 
literature into our folks in New Mexico and really all over the Southwest, 
This is kind of a hub for the Southwest here in New Mexico. Just as of 
recently, New Mexico is sending mail to a third party that scans it and 
then sends it back depending on if it’s considered to be appropriate. That 
not only impacts the ability to send newsletters or literature from orgs or 
friends or family, but it also impacts folks who want to get drawings from 
their children, cards from their children, things from their family. It takes 
the personalization of a handwritten letter from one human being to an-
other and it’s just another form of dehumanization and oppression. 
 They want to find any way that they can stamp the human be-
ing into ultimate hopelessness. The reality is that we’re going to continue 
to keep fighting against these forms of oppression by the state and these 
forms of hate. It’s just that they have so much hate pent up at every level. 
You can’t meet someone that works within these systems that’s going to be 
wanting to help people. That’s not what it’s about. It’s sick. There’s there’s 
nothing about it that is helpful in any way.

TFSR: Xeno, you mentioned that a lot of the work that Sacramento 
IWOC does is helping to distribute literature and getting it on the in-
side. But I wonder if you could talk about that and talk a little bit more 
about the Wobblies and about the idea of organizing. It has not the 
first time it’s happened in the US, we played a recording of Lorenzo 
Komb’oa Ervin talking about in the 1970s organizing union of pris-
oners in North Carolina when he was being incarcerated there, but I 
wonder if you could speak a bit about the idea of addressing incarcer-
ated folks as workers? I think that Courtney mentioned that people 
oftentimes don’t have a choice to not work and that varies state by state.
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X: Yeah. So it definitely varies a lot in California. For starters, only a select 
few people get to work in California. Even if your work is firefighting for 
like pennies an hour, that’s considered a very enviable position to be in as 
a prisoner. As an incarcerated human being people want to be out of their 
cells doing something. And if that thing is almost completely uncompen-
sated and life threatening, at least it’s an adrenaline rush. It’s better than 
just like sitting around doing nothing and talking to the same group of 
people day after day after day for decades. 
 I think that as far as revolutionary unionism, I don’t generally pre-
fer the vernacular of syndicalism, snd officially the IWW doesn’t either. 
We are revolutionary unionist. Do I think that a labor strike in prison is 
going to cripple the state of California? Fuck no dude, they have so much 
money and one of their main taxes is just on capital gains. So that means 
that whenever the stock market’s going up, they’re flush. And whenever 
it’s not going up, they’re not, basically. We know that that’s not what we’re 
expecting to happen in California. Like, “oh, yeah. Let’s just talk to the 
union rep of the yard.” That’s not what we’re doing. We’re not trying to be 
like SEIU for prisoners. We are revolutionary unionists. 
 I think some people might enter union spaces not really under-
standing the key differences between a revolutionary union versus not. 
And that’s something that the IWW consistently struggles with. But aside 
from that, basically we don’t hire staff, we don’t hire lawyers. This is some-
thing that sometimes people inside are not happy to hear either. That we’re 
not here to do like their criminal case or their civil case for them. But 
we’re here to organize, which is about collective power. Whereas the legal 
system is about atomization and addressing individual problems, or “ad-
dressing them.”  
 So we seek to facilitate collective power in lots of different ways 
around the nexus of incarceration and that means doing lots of different 
things. We have a formal structure. I think this is what makes us differ-
ent from an “informal group” or whatever. We recognize that the power 
dynamics inherent in our existing society are going to splash up on the 
shores of our group whether we like it or not and that the best way to ac-
tually ensure non hierarchical dynamics prevail is to have structure. I en-
courage folks to think differently from that, that having less structure and 
also means less hierarchy. I have deeply considered that point of view and 
come away thinking otherwise. I would just refer folks to the 1970 essay 
by Jo Freeman, The Tyranny of Structurelessness. Jo Freeman, awesome 
person, clearly knew what she was talking about. She’s still around. Shout 
out to Jo Freeman if she’s listening... I liked your essay. 
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 We have structure, we have people who are in charge of specific 
things. What we do to combat the horrendous system that I’ve been de-
scribing is that we keep people sane and by talking to them, writing them, 
building relationships inside and out. We do that however, in a systemic 
way where we also already know people on essentially, almost every yard 
in the California State Prison system. Yards are kind of separate facilities, 
really. So people don’t tend to necessarily see people on other yards in the 
same facility. but like I said, we have people on almost every yard. And we 
try coordinate putting those people in touch with each other. And then 
also coordinate whatever people on the inside are interested in that we’re 
about and that is not budget busting, we work with them to do. 
 So, we’re working to do a program where instead of hiring lawyers, 
which we can’t do, we help jailhouse lawyers build a structure to oversee 
and advise other jailhouse lawyer to help people build institutional knowl-
edge and less time learning to do prison legal work, and make sure that 
we’re not duplicating efforts across different facilities, and so forth. Then 
also, when there’s a struggle that breaks out that’s collective, we would 
help amplify whatever kind of public message that the people involved 
with that want to put forth. As we’re building relationships with folks on 
the inside, we try and like help them get in touch with one another and 
decide what kind of group activities they want to do. Which sometimes 
revolves around either political education or more legal work, or it might 
be something different from that. But those are the kinds of things that we 
got going on. We’re looking to do like more on different things all the time. 
 But fundamentally, we’re happy to be a part of the IWW and we see 
this very much as a part of the historical tradition and historical mission of 
IWW, including the literature aspect. Back in the day with the IWW there 
were always people who were writing about what they were doing whether 
it’s Elizabeth Gurley Flynn, writing the first half of her autobiography, and 
then writing about going to prison, she wrote a whole book about going 
to prison. And then other people doing these struggles and also writing 
about them. Writing is a key essential part of real serious working class 
struggle, because everyone’s constantly reinventing the wheel. In the mod-
ern circumstance, people are also getting fucked up and fucked over by 
these business unions. If we’re not learning what we’re doing as a revo-
lutionary union, and we don’t have an intergenerational knowledge base. 
We’re no match for SEIU. I’m picking on SEIU a lot but it all applies to all 
the major unions essentially. 
 Also I’m not speaking as the IWW when I talk shit on other 
unions. But if they were that real they’d be unionizing prisoners, not us. 
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Not meaning to start any fights with other unions, but I think that what 
they do is pretty real on the ground, but maybe their president’s salaries 
shouldn’t be exactly what they are and maybe they shouldn’t be so subser-
vient to the Democratic Party, frankly. I think that’s kind of known to be 
the IWW position. So I won’t go off a whole lot beyond that. But we know 
that just a strike isn’t going to stop the machine of incarceration, at least 
in California. It maybe a different story and someplace like Louisiana or 
Alabama, I don’t know, I’m not from there. I could be wrong. But we seek 
to facilitate making prisoners collectively powerful in all the ways that we 
can, and literature is completely 100% central to that. It’s not just like a 
pastime. Although a lot of people have different tastes. People like to read 
stuff to feel a sense of escape, or live vicariously in a cell, but there’s also 
political books and political zines and stuff like that, including the one of 
your guys’s interviews that we like to send all the time and also includ-
ing stuff from other past movements, whether it’s Emma Goldman’s essay 
about prison, or whether it like stuff written by the Black Panthers, or 
Lorenzo Ervin’s writings or other stuff like that. 
 All of that stuff is really essential to the movement that we’re build-
ing. This isn’t all that we do. One of the things that we do, is we help guys 
in prison. I mean, we help everyone with this, but we kind of have a focus 
on radical feminism and radical feminism has like a specific meaning for 
some people. I don’t mean that specific meaning.

TFSR: Not the TERFy stuff. 

X: Yeah, no, definitely not that. I just mean men being in touch with their 
emotions. Bell Hooks and stuff like that. You know, the reality is that peo-
ple put in prison are there for all kinds of different reasons and some of 
them are like, “whatever, I didn’t do anything wrong.” The whole society 
is telling you you did something wrong, most of them end up feeling that 
they did do something wrong, even if maybe some of it really wasn’t. And 
a lot of it frankly, is stuff that is regrettable, and it’s stuff that people gen-
uinely really regret and would even if they weren’t in prison. Moments 
of their lives that they really, truly wish they could take back. But a lot 
of times, it’s because people acted in anger. I think teaching guys on the 
inside and outside to be more in touch with their emotions and less quick 
to anger is really, really essential and revolutionary work, even if it’s not as 
fetishized by the very macho impulses that it seeks to undermine.

TFSR: Yeah, that’s really well said. I’m super stoked personally that if 
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you listen to our episodes, every episode I’m just like, “hey, hey, hey, 
we do zines. Send them into prisons. Please, please, please!” I’m really 
glad to hear that y’all have found good use of those.

X: Yes, we most certainly have. Keep it up.

TFSR: Hell yeah, I will do my best. 
 Initially, I thought Courtney and I were just going to be talking. 
So I’m really glad that you’re here, Xeno. Maybe the two of you can 
compare and contrast in this next question. I feel like there are a lot 
of through lines between prison systems from state to state in the US. 
The political, historical, and economic flavor of a specific state is often 
reflected in the Department of Corrections in that state, and how the 
prisons look. For instance, states in the former US South have lots of 
chain gangs, guards tend to be on unionized often on horseback with 
shotguns and have low pay, creating more wild and baldly corrupt 
places where the majority Black prisoner population have been able 
to organize and use some of that corruption to an advantage of access-
ing forbidden tech like cell phones for the organizing process. That’s 
clear with things like the Free Mississippi Movement, the Free Alabama 
Movement with prison organizing in Georgia, with folks affiliated with 
Jails House Lawyers Speak, and voices coming out of South Carolina at 
times, like it’s all super amazing. 
 In California, as I understand, having spoken with some folks 
inside there, which is one of the largest economies in the world, prison 
guards have a very strong union, the facilities seem to be more updated 
and more locked down. The struggle against long term solidarity and 
arbitrary gang designations of shaped a lot of notable struggles inside 
of the prison over the last couple of decades. I was wondering Court-
ney and Xeno, but in particular, because I don’t know very much of 
prisons in New Mexico, that was really enlightening to hear about the 
prison riot in 1980. But can you talk about the prison systems that you 
most interact with and some of the characteristics?

C: Yeah, yeah, for sure. So New Mexico employs a system of human ware-
housing. So prisons are scattered about the landscape in remote areas that 
are often really difficult to access for folk’s loved ones. In fact, one of my 
comrades and mentors, Solinda Guerrero, before I had ever joined Mil-
lions For Prisoners used to have a transport van to have families access 
to these facilities by driving them out to go see their loved ones, because 
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a lot of them are out in places that are hard to get to. That’s kind of what 
we’re looking at as a system of human warehousing, a lot like what I was 
mentioning with the penitentiary of New Mexico being a warehouse for 
human beings who are in confinement conditions. 
 Now, in terms of refusing labor, on that front I did find a hand-
book from corrections industries, which is also called Southern New Mex-
ico Correctional Facility, but it’s run by a private corporation. They can 
actually issue disciplinary action for folks failing to report for their as-
signed work. We also see in interstate run prisons that people are punished 
by being removed from Gen Pop [general population] and then moved 
into restrictive housing units, aka ‘solitary confinement.’ We also see that 
from coast to coast prisoners reporting being punished if they refuse to 
work. 
 Now, also from a person that I was speaking to about this issue 
before coming on, my friend Justin, who also spent 17 years incarcerated 
and also did some firefighting work, etc. He was mentioning that you can 
get written up, lose good time, go to seg if you refuse to work. Now in the 
facility that I was at jobs, well, they were kind of considered as a ‘privilege’ 
by the administration. So they were often taken away. Like if someone had 
a work duty, let’s say, one of the porters in library, for example, at the level 
2, they could get punished by having their work assignment taken away. 
They kind of do it a little bit differently in places that have group labor, 
like farms and so forth. I guess they also had something where people were 
raising cattle, but yeah, for that kind of thing you will get punished if you 
don’t report to it. But then they can also turn around and take the job away 
if it’s something that’s considered to be a privilege. 
 But yeah, we had a porter at the level 6 facility, the supermax fa-
cility, whose job it was to clean blood that had spilled from people fighting 
or getting stabbed or hurting themselves, or whatever the case may be. In 
New Mexico workers make about anywhere from 10 cents to $1 an hour. 
It kind of varies from place to place, but people that are in prison are 
also not considered as employees of the penitentiary for purpose of filing 
Occupational Health and Safety complaints with the Environmental Im-
provement Division. I took that from a corrections industries handbook. 
We also see that in other states where people aren’t considered as employ-
ees who are working for the prison. It’s a very mucky situation, when your 
workplace is also serving as the place that you live, the place that you get 
your food from, and the place that you get your punishment from. When 
it’s all kind of merged into this soup of punishment, people don’t have the 
same inherent rights that workers do. Not to say that workers across the 
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US are having that great of a time, of course, which is why that solidarity 
between the working class and people who are literally under the excep-
tion clause of 13th Amendment considered to be slaves [is important].

X: Yeah. So this is just like, what I think from having done this for a few 
years now. So when I’m talking to prisoners, the most effective thing that 
they remember happening against the prison system was the 2011 and 
2013 hunger strike. Which are kind of known as hunger strikes, but also 
included labor strikes. That also is heavily intertwined with the power of 
shot callers of various groups on various yards. And the state uses certain 
terms that I think people can probably guess for these groups, but I just 
want to say they’re all different. They ranged from literal Nazis to people 
I’m proud to call comrade. But I would say that the dominant formations 
that are like that in California prison are...
 First of all women’s prisons completely different and separate, 
nothing I say right now applies to that. For the men’s prison, which is 98% 
of the prisoners, right? Something like that. There are these groups where 
there are shock collars. If anyone makes trouble, their life could be in dan-
ger. Making trouble could be something as simple as filing a grievance 
when the shot caller has said, “Hey, you’re filing these grievances frivo-
lously don’t do that.” So basically, the way things work is shit rolls down-
hill. So the administration will have a DL but everyone knows what’s hap-
pening kind of relationship with the shot callers on the yard. And they’ll 
be like, “if anything happens on this yard that we really don’t like, it’s your 
fucking fault and we’re gonna punish you like it’s your fault.” So then that 
person enforces the State’s discipline through extra-state means. 
 People who “investigate gangs” for the State of California inside 
prison, which is basically the state’s little FBI, but just for its prison system, 
or you can say they’re kind of like Stasi almost, if we’re gonna think of 
prison as like a police state society within Republic. These people are like 
the Stasi of that little micro society. There they have a lucid understanding 
that they are not actually out to suppress these groups outright. They are 
here to facilitate their usefulness to the state. They don’t say that out loud, 
obviously, but they do actually say it perhaps in setting with prisoners, 
they will let onto that. I’ve talked to people who are aware of all of this and 
have served long sentences for our survey. 
 So we have a pretty lucid understanding that the people at the top 
of most of these larger para-State criminal organizations. They are not the 
friend of the State and they’re not really the lapdogs of the state. But they 
nonetheless operate a little bit like the leaders of a business union might 
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operate. They want things to improve for themselves, and for their folks 
inside, but they do not want revolution. Even if they sometimes strategi-
cally embrace revolutionary rhetoric, to further their end, those ends are 
to exploit people to make money, except that when a corporation does 
that, they’re supposed to abide by certain rules, which of course, some-
times they break anyway. But these people have absolutely no rule. For 
these organizations that are more or less explicitly about patriarchy first of 
all, and second of all, making money, there’s very little that they won’t do 
to you if they decide that you’re in the way of their goals. 
 They’re not a unified whatever. They’re not obviously as central-
ized as like the State is. But we’ve had people who are doing stuff as simple 
as trying to get people clean needles who are using on the yard and that 
has been deemed a sufficiently non business friendly activity to get that 
person rolled up on and stabbed by multiple people on the yard and nearly 
killed. That was a real thing that happened. Because someone was doing 
something that the shot callers didn’t want. 
 Then you also have this other system of yards in California called 
the ‘SNY.’

TFSR: Is it SNY?

X: yeah, it stands for Special Needs Yard, like GP is ‘general population.’ 
Sorry if that was unclear.

TFSR: Oh, no, no, that’s good clarification, though.

X: In SNY there are people who are not able to get along with the rest of 
the prisoners, but that has become larger and larger and larger over time 
and is now essentially 50% of the system at least. If you ask a person in 
general pop, “what is SNY?” They will say to you, “Oh, yes. The snitches 
and child molesters yard.” That category ‘snitch’ can include a lot of shit. 
If you roll up onto a yard but say you’re a white antifascist. Well, guess 
what? The white group that you’re going to inherently be scrunched into 
in a men’s prison in California is the Aryan fucking Brotherhood. If you’re 
Anti-Fascist you can do that, but you better do it really quietly and not in a 
way that’s actually practicing those values on the yard or they will kill you. 
If you’re lucky, what they’ll do is they’ll kind of just like push you towards 
the guard at yard time and say “this guy’s no good.” Then that means you 
go to SYN. 
 It’s different for different groups. That’s just the dominant group 
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for white men on GP yards. But the other groups are varying degrees of 
more cool than that. I’ll also add that unlike the other group, the Aryan 
Brotherhood is officially suppressed by the State of California and they do 
very much at least make a convincing show of trying to outright suppress 
that organization, and yet are unable to do so. But they don’t really do that 
with other groups. Except for Black Guerrilla Fam, which is like not a real 
group. That’s just something they accuse random Black radical people as 
being affiliated with. So that’s kind of an exceptional thing.

TFSR: What do you mean that it’s not a real group? Just that it’s a thing 
that gets hung on people, but most of them aren’t affiliated.

X: It’s something that George Jackson called for in his writing, but as far 
as I could... and I don’t know. I don’t have a complete unbroken history of 
what’s always happened on every yard of every prison in California. But 
I do not know of any yard where Black Guerrilla Fam, I’ve never heard 
of that. But there are there are radical Black groups, but they don’t call 
themselves that.

TFSR: This is a little bit off topic, but kind of not. But there’s a book 
that I read last year that I really want to get ahold of the author of. 
I should just reach out. It’s called ‘Chronicles of a Prison Dirty War: 
California Prison Politics.’ It was published last year, but it was a lot of 
experiences from like the 70’s 80’s and 90’s about the creation of some 
of the racial dynamics and organizations in the California system.

X: I really, really want to read that, by the way. I’m gonna get around to it.

TFSR: So IWOC New Mexico is is a group that I became aware of from 
some of the writings of Julio A. Zuniga AKA, ‘Comrade Z,’ who’s be-
ing held by the Texas Department of Criminal Justice at the Memorial 
Unit, formerly known as ‘Dirty Darrington.’ We featured an interview 
a few years ago with Z. But I was wondering if you could tell us a little 
bit about the circumstances currently at the Memorial Unit. There’s 
a cool interview that Z conducted with another person behind bars, 
that’s up on Mongoose Distro’s website, and talk about the work that 
incarcerated workers there such as Z are doing to organize

C: Yeah, yeah, absolutely. And I wanted to start, since you did mention 
Mongoose Distro that please check out MongooseDistro.com There is 
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so much awesome material from Comrade Z, other comrades behind the 
walls, as well as zines that you can print out. Definitely a good resource for 
information and really awesome folks there. 
 So, right now it looks like the conditions in Darrington have con-
tinued to get worse, with folks not having access to air conditioning, which 
is a big issue in Texas, there’s water quality issues, workers have been get-
ting sick with H. pylori infections and being forced to work regardless of 
being sick. Folks are suffering from retaliation with bogus write ups being 
written up on them. Also, there was a death of a member under suspicious 
circumstances which were labeled as a suicide. Currently working on try-
ing to talk to folks to try to get more information about that specifically. 
 Now, currently IWOC members in Texas have filed a civil lawsuit 
with the United States District Court Galveston division and it has close to 
20 IWOC members on it. I was also going to share some words that Com-
rade Z had provided to us. It’s on Mongoose Distro and he also sent me a 
letter. So yeah, folks dealing with retaliation, bogus write ups, mail room 
items being tampered with issues with getting folks on to the prison phone 
list to talk to folks. 
 So yeah, I was going to share a few words from Comrade Z in a 
letter that is posted as I mentioned on MongooseDistro.com he states:
“I have to suggest as a militant anarchist, for the brothers and sisters lis-
tening to us, the real problem is the policy makers. All comrades and jail-
house lawyers need to file U.S. §1983 on every single TBCJ member, as I 
have already begun to do. Bobby Lumpkin, Bryan Collier, Guistina Per-
sich, Tammy Shelby are on my lawsuit, including the chairman of TBCJ 
Patrick O’Daniel. I am filing a motion for leave to supplement defendants 
and add the remaining eight members of the TBCJ into our class action 
suit. If you are with IWOC-Texas, file your lawsuit in the same fashion. 
We have been distracted by their psychological games far too long, and 
the culprits have been sitting pretty playing God for far too long. The Wiz-
ard of Oz has been discovered in Texas. Corruption is being exposed by 
me, X386969, and it is going to take the solidarity of all of your resources 
in the free world to help us bring the changes we all need, by any means 
necessary.
The more lawsuits filed on the policy makers will not only bring us into 
the political arena as activists for an overdue overhaul of the Texas gov-
ernment and it’s institutions. I do not believe in authority, nor do I believe 
in prisons. However, this cannot be said about everyone I come in contact 
with, therefore I am rolling with what I have, because progress is made by 
stepping forward, not back.”
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So yeah, just you know, an example of using different strategies to fight 
against the oppressor and Comrade Z and the continuously growing 
group of members in the Texas branch are filing a civil lawsuit, class action 
lawsuit right now. Just due to the conditions that they’ve been undergoing. 
 Comrade Z has been reaching out to me and I’ve been in com-
munication with Z for at least the past year to year and a half. Definitely I 
know that, as we were mentioning earlier, in the discussion about getting 
transcripts of y’all’s radio program, I know that Comrade Z was mention-
ing not on our last phone call about appreciating getting transcripts from 
y’all’s radio interviews, and hopefully he will also hear this one or be able 
to read this one rather.

TFSR: Yeah, that’s awesome. I was wondering also Courtney, in terms 
of you had mentioned that New Mexico IWOC and Millions For Pris-
oners kind of acts as a hub for a lot in the Southwest. There have been 
ABC chapters, I know in various parts of Texas, at least, and I also 
know it is an absolutely huge place. But I guess in the Southwest, I want 
to ask about specifically how it looks like in Albuquerque and in New 
Mexico, the inside outside part of it. But is there much of an inside 
outside organizing framework in other parts of the Southwest? Or is it 
kind of just a few spots where people have coalesced?

C: Yeah, that’s kind of a good question. It is kind of a few spots where folks 
have coalesced. I’ve noticed a lot of activity. Specifically with Arizona, 
we have still a budding relationship with folks in Arizona. It started with 
some comrades who were building relationships with the people behind 
the walls with the Anarchist Black Cross. During the pandemic, a lot of 
dynamics have changed. But yeah, right now as it stands, we are a hub for 
folks in the Southwest, in Texas, I have some folks in Nevada. In Nevada, 
I don’t really know of a lot of outside orgs who are supporting, but I do 
know that in Texas, we collaborate a lot with folks in Fight Toxic Prisons, 
as well as people with Anarchist Black Cross. There is actually an IWW 
chapter in Texas that is working on kind of building relationships with 
Comrade Z and other comrades. And we have other folks that are popping 
up along the way. 
 It’s kind of interesting, too, because the pandemic led to a lot of 
people working remotely in terms of organizing. So that’s kind of what 
happened when there were just a lot of correspondence from people in 
the southwest. There weren’t IWOC chapters per se that were as active or 
maybe not active at all that New Mexico started adopting on more regional 
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requests from people that are experiencing issues and trying to figure out 
how similar are the systems that people are facing. We also organize with 
folks in Louisiana and have a partnership with folks that are in the Save 
the Kids From Incarceration and the 10 to 2 Unanimous Jury Campaign. 
I haven’t heard from those folks in a little bit. But definitely have some 
relationships with folks in the South who are experiencing the conditions 
that they’re experiencing. 
 So yeah, we get reached out to from people from other places too. 
I just kind of get letters in the mail and folks have heard about us. A lot of 
stuff is spread through word of mouth. So as you notice with Comrade Z, 
he passed along my information through word of mouth, and that’s kind 
of how things operate. I think it’s a successful way to kind of work the ad-
ministration by doing it that way.

TFSR: Yeah, that’s awesome. On the topic of ‘Inside Outside,’ I’ve no-
ticed that on the Facebook account for New Mexico Incarcerated Work-
ers Organizing Committee, there’s mentions of being involved in not 
only supporting people on the inside, but also in relation to supporting 
people on the outside resisting police brutality. I wonder if you could 
talk a little bit about how that link is right there. People hate the pigs, 
and a lot of people on the outside when they make that connection that 
it’s the same repressive institution on the inside the outside. It may look 
different and the level of boot on the throat is different between liv-
ing in an overly-policed neighborhood or what have you. But yeah, I’m 
wondering if you can talk about how you’ve seen those two things tied 
together?

C: Oh, yeah, yeah. And we absolutely amplify and are always anti-police 
in every fiber of our being in all the work we do because it it all goes to-
gether. In the neighborhood that I grew up in, for example, a lot of people 
were swept up by the police and put into prisons. Structurally, it all has to 
do with structural racism, and oppression, pulling entire segments of our 
society and of our culture and of our people out of our communities and 
putting them into prisons. Also, we were a part of some federal sting oper-
ations, including Operation Legend that was enacted by Bill Barr back in 
the Trump administration, where so much funding and so many federal 
police officers were put into the streets of New Mexico. Basically, we had 
police on horseback in our International District where our communities 
are struggling. In the place where I live, in the South Valley, we were doing 
block by block events where we were going to different neighborhoods 
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as part of our strategy and just building was community who have been 
impacted by police. 
 When you go into any community that’s heavily impacted by a 
heavy police presence, with tanks in the streets, doing stop and frisks, 
harassing community members, harassing our youth, detaining people, 
you’re going to see that solidarity and you’re going to see a lot of peo-
ple that have experienced the system, who have family members who are 
in prison. It’s all connected. We go out into our communities and we all 
understand the violence that we face every day, whether it be out on our 
streets or in the prison system. 
 In the prison system. It’s very much this extreme concentration of 
violence. But yeah, on the streets, it’s it’s very much the same. We have so 
many police killings that are happening here in New Mexico. It’s part of 
who we are. We’re always going to be fighting against the police and the 
prisons, because it’s all one and the same system. It’s all based on patri-
archy, systemic racism, violence, and it’s rooted in slavery. These are all 
issues that we have to face when we’re living in our communities every day. 
Some of us more than others, of course. Yeah, we’re just gonna keep up the 
fight.

TFSR: Xeno, do you have anything to add?

X: Yeah. The way that these kinds of shot caller led groups, which again, 
I’m not trying to make any universal statements here, not every person 
who might call shots is that bad necessarily. It’s hard to kind of speak in 
universal terms about this kind of stuff, because it’s always moving around 
and always changing. There’s very few formal rules. But basically, the way 
that some of these structures tend to operate in times of struggle in a sim-
ilar way to a business union. It’s that it’s very common during a really mil-
itant strike. I heard someone talk about this. About the Teachers Associa-
tion in Arizona, where after a week of teachers being on strike in Arizona, 
some staff from this, not even a union, actually... it’s an organization that 
associations are allowed to have that’s not a union. They went to the press, 
and were like, “yeah, the strike is going to be over on Monday, everyone’s 
going back to work.” They did not consult the teachers in that at all. There 
was no vote or anything because they’re not a union. So they can’t do that. 
 I just want to say that first of all, not every non IWW union is de-
finitively a business union. IWW itself isn’t immune to that temptation of 
like business unionism, either. But that being said, a lot of these like hier-
archical organizations in prisons will make strong attempts to shut down 
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struggle, at the point that it gets too hot to handle, even if they also play 
a role in initiating it on the front end. That in the makes them very rem-
iniscent of a businessman, which will channel workers righteous outrage 
and then cut it off at the knees when it gets too radical or revolutionary, or 
threatening for the system. Unions are a lot more bureaucratic about the 
way that they do that. But these other structures do a very similar thing, in 
my view. 
 About the SNY, if you are a person that the State determines is 
male enough to go to a male prison in California, I’m sorry that that hap-
pened to you. Second of all, they will put you on GP normally by default, 
unless you say otherwise, I suppose. If you get to GP, and you’re just not 
cool with some stuff that you see going on. Or you see, “Oh, this group is 
clearly deeply invested in making profit off people’s heroin addiction, and 
I’m not cool with that. And I’m not cool with them. And I don’t want to be 
part of this group that I ‘have to be a part of’ because of my race.” And you 
don’t want to peacefully coexist with people involved with that. You need 
to go to SNY. You can make that explicit and tap a guard on the shoulder 
and say, “I want to go to SNY.” 
 I’m not saying that SNY is that great. It’s legit where they put sex 
offenders. So you’re going to hang out with them. SNY is where people 
would have to go if they’re not going to get along with the group that 
they’re shunted into when they get onto a men GP yard in California pris-
on. Any interaction that you have with a guard without another prisoner 
present could be considered snitching, full stop. So whether that’s seeing 
a counselor that’s part of the staff that could be considered snitching. And 
so if you are ‘not good’ before, you’re definitely ‘no good’ now. 
 So with that category, those two shunted together categories, 
snitches and child molesters. Those two things are not the same at all. It’s 
very easy to be considered a snitch. The state is very much involved in like 
pitting SNY and GP against each other. If you read the agreements and 
hostilities, it’s explicitly like solidarity between GP prisoners only, and it 
talks all this shit about SNY prisoners. Because the state will send people 
from SNY undercover into GP, and try and spy on people they want to 
spy on and do all kinds of shenanigans like that. There’s a lot of distrust 
between GP and SNY. 
Now the state’s trying to reformulate those designations, and create a new 
structure within the prison system that involves mixing people from GP 
and people from SNY who’s agreed to get along. But that doesn’t always 
work. Then sometimes you end up with groups of people defending each 
other who are just kind of like SNY solidarity in response to GP solidarity 
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aggression. So it’s all very messy, and very different from other places. I 
was talking to some folks who are saying that in the Chicago-land area, 
any person of any race can be a member of any group on the street or in 
prison. That’s certainly not the case in California prisons.

TFSR: I know that in the strikes in 2011 and 2013, one of the main 
demands was an end to requiring debriefing for people who were stuck 
in solitary. I don’t know if that sort of is a continued issue with this 
issue that you’re bringing up with it. I don’t know if that relates to what 
you’re talking about, exactly. Or if it’s like another iteration of it or if 
it’s a different issue.

X: It is a related issue. Briefing...If you know anything, if you were legit-
imately part of one of these groups in a participatory sense, and you are 
now going to SNY they will absolutely try and get you to debrief. Ie, spill 
your guts about everything you know about that group. Like I said, a lot 
of people don’t think that the State is really out to dismantle a lot of these 
groups. They’re out to make sure that these groups are malleable to the 
State’s intentions, and goals. They’re very successful in that, in my opinion. 
 Briefing, is the thing that they probably try and have people do 
all all sorts of times. The State, when it decides it’s going to do something, 
never really gives up on it. So unless there’s like some kind of world his-
torical disruption to cause that to happen. I’m sure they’re still trying to 
brief people coming out of solitary. I know for a fact that they brief people 
as they move from GP to SNY particularly people who they know would 
know stuff. 
 I didn’t talk a lot about what it’s like on SNY. So I will say that it’s 
absolutely hellish there, too. Like I said, you’re hanging out with all the 
people that people are afraid that they’re going to have to hang out with 
and they go to prison. And on top of that, some of those yards, if they de-
termine that you have ‘mental health problems,’ or whatever that means. 
In our society, I think everyone has mental health problems, pretty much. 
It’s kind of interesting to just go on a side note, the people who created the 
DSM-5... I think one of them was very vocally regretting that and said, “oh, 
everyone’s in the DSM-5 and I’ve created a monster.” I don’t know a lot 
about it, I’ve heard of it. 
 So basically, if the State determines you have mental health prob-
lems, which assuredly if they say you do, they will make sure to find evi-
dence that you do. They will place you on one of those types of yards. This 
is largely in the SNY. They might also just involuntarily give you drugs. 
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One of our members describes how they can give you drugs involuntarily, 
that will ‘separate your soul from your body.’ He doesn’t mean killing you. 
It means just completely spacing you out so much that you’re not yourself. 
You’re basically like a person with dementia, but at any age. That’s like a 
level of control. I don’t know a lot about health in general, to be honest, 
but that’s how it was described to me. 
 That’s just a level of control that’s unimaginable anywhere but 
prison or like a dystopian future TV show or novel. It’s really terrifying 
that the State submits people to that, and then also has the gall to be like, 
“we’re helping them and this is all for their own good.” Everything is al-
ways framed in terms of progressivism in California politics in general. 
That also applies to the prison system. I also would say that beyond that, 
a lot of people in prison who are in touch with us also very much want us 
to be involved in the political process and stuff like that, and pushing for 
various different reforms. 
 I think that just within that atmosphere there’s reforms that would 
really help a lot of people. Then there’s the ‘reforms’ that the state and the 
bourgeoisie want. The reforms would probably help with that kind of peo-
ple in California, for example, would be retro actively abolishing Three 
Strikes. I know someone who is a Black woman who picked up a $20 bill 
off the ground and was convicted of robbery, and it was her third strike. 
She’s a grandmother. So those are the kinds of things that are bureaucrat-
ic so called democracy facilitated, and makes it almost impossible to fix. 
There are some interesting attempts that radical reform coming from the 
legislature but the CDCR is just a monster that the legislature doesn’t truly 
control. So when they pass well intentioned laws, the entire bureaucracy 
goes into overtime trying to twist the intentions, and keep milking the 
system for themselves. 
 Part of what’s going on with that also has to do with SEIU, which 
represents non-militarized prison staff, and how they don’t want prisons 
closed, basically. Those people who are a large constituency for SEIU  
elected this dude Richard Lewis Brown is basically the Donald Trump of 
SEIU 1000, which is the State Workers Union. He had a huge series of 
scandals, and was in court to determine if he got righteously kicked off of 
being President of SEIU 1000 or not. Basically, his huge base of support 
is the civilian workers from CDCR facilities. That’s the California version 
of the DOC. The R stands for ‘rehabilitation.’ A lot of times you might see 
people just call it CDC and disregard the R.

TFSR: But that’s the Center for Disease Control.
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X: Yeah, yeah. Well, California Department of Corrections would also be 
the thing that people might call CDCR or CDC. The difference is that it 
implicates the fact that they’re not really rehabilitating people. Then they 
might also say CDC and capital letters and then a lowercase ‘r’ to indicate 
that same thing.

TFSR: Could you all, tell us a bit about where we can find out more 
about the work that you’re doing and the organizing that you’re in-
volved in?

C: You could check us out on IncarceratedWorkers.org or check out our 
Instagram @incarceratedworkers for more about Millions For Prisoners 
New Mexico, you can visit @IWOCNM and @millionsforprisonersNM 
on Facebook. Also, please check out Mongoose Distro at MongooseDistro.
com

X: For Sacramento IWOC, which again is not really just Sacramento, but 
it was when we started the page, you can check out our Instagram @Sac-
ramento_IWOC. For the website, we’re part of the national organization. 
So the national website is also ours.

TFSR: Awesome. It was really a pleasure to meet you both Courtney 
and Xeno, and thanks a lot for taking the time to have this chat. I really 
appreciate it.

C: Thank you so much. 

X: Yeah, thanks for doing this
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